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1. Datasets and hyper-parameters
CIFAR10 contains 50000 training images and 10000

test images from 10 different classes, with an image size
of 32 × 32. Due to the image size and dataset scale, we
use a ResNet-18 [10] as backbone, and we set rl to 0.6 and
rg to 0.4, which means the local and global views will be
randomly cropped from [0.08, 0.6] and [0.4, 1], respectively,
followed by a resizing to 32.

STL10 is a subset of ImageNet-1k (IN-1k) [18], that
contains 10 classes depicted in images resized to 96 × 96.
It has 100000 unlabeled images, 5000 training images (500
per class) and 8000 test images (800 per class). Follow-
ing [20], we use the small AlexNet [13] as backbone and
use 105000 images as our self-supervised training set. rl
and rg are set to 0.4 and 0.4.

IN-100 is also a subset of IN-1k, but retaining the image
size of IN-1k. It contains 100 classes, naturally correspond-
ing to 1/10 of the IN-1K images (124k) [19]. We use a
ResNet-34 to extract the feature representation. We set the
same rl and rg as for STL10, and resize our local crops to
96× 96 to reduce the computation and GPU memory.

We summarize all the datasets information used in our
image recognition under transfer learning setting experi-
ments in Table 1.

2. Ablation for multi-crop strategy
In order to justify the superiority of our strategy on utiliz-

ing the multi-crop, we compare our results with the multi-
crop learning strategy provided by SwAV [3]:
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For each crop representation zi, the set {v+} is the corre-
sponding set of positive crops, and M is the number of crops

per instance. Since they need to compute the InfoNCE loss
for each positive pair, their multiple crops strategy needs
more computation than ours. Note that we follow the ab-
lation study in supplementary material [4] to pick the crop
ratio for local and global, where they provide the best ratios
are [0.05, 0.3] and [0.3, 1.0].

Figure 1. The KNN monitor of applying SwAV-style multi-crop to
SimSiam.

As shown as Table 2 and Table 3, applying SwAV-style
multi-crop to MoCo, MoCo (4-crop), has slight improve-
ment, however, SimSiam (4-crop) degenerates a lot due
to pulling the global to local undermines the optimization,
where the KNN results during the optimization can be seen
as Figure 1. The same observation of degenerating also can
be found in [4], where they apply multi-crop to BYOL [8].
As BYOL and SimSiam do not have negative pairs and
memory bank, the local crop will easily mislead the dis-
tribution of global crops. In contrast, our strategy without
the local-to-local dissimilarity on both MoCo and SimSiam,
namely only using multi-crop part of our strategy, achieves
significantly better results than the SwAV-sytle multi-crop.
It manifests that more computation within the positive pairs
do not necessarily benefits the performance.

Meanwhile, we also provide the results of running
MoCo [9] and SimSiam [5] for 400 epochs, which is twice
our counterparts. Although MoCo and SimSiam employ the
same amount of image crops as our model when training for
400 epochs, their parameters are updated twice as often as
ours. Despite the unfair comparison, our models outperform
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Dataset No. of training No. of validation No. of test No. of class Metric
Food [2] 68175 7575 25250 101 Top-1 Acc
MIT67 [17] 4690 670 1340 67 Top-1 Acc
Pets [16] 2940 740 3669 37 MPC Acc
Flowers [15] 1020 1020 6149 102 MPC Acc
Caltech101 [7] 2525 505 5647 101 MPC Acc
Cars [12] 6494 1650 8041 196 Top-1 Acc
Aircraft [14] 3334 3333 3333 100 MPC Acc
DTD(split 1) [6] 1880 1880 1880 47 Top-1 Acc

Table 1. The information of all datasets used in image recognition on transfer learning. The MPC denotes the Mean Per-Class.

KNN (acc %) Linear (acc %)

MoCo 64.18 68.48
MoCo (400 epoch) 71.84 75.44
MoCo (4-crop) 65.4 69.78
MoCo-LoGo w/o L2L 69 73.24
MoCo-LoGo 76.82 79.32

Table 2. Test results of MoCo and MoCo based frameworks
trained on ImageNet-100 with a ResNet-34 backbone. We show
the top-1 accuracy for a KNN and a linear classifier. Default train-
ing epoch is 200

KNN (acc %) Linear (acc %)

SimSiam 71.72 75.48
SimSiam (400 epoch) 73.16 76.78
SimSiam (4-crop) 64.32 68.46
SimSiam-LoGo w/o L2L 76.64 79.52
SimSiam-LoGo 78.48 80.94

Table 3. Test results of SimSiam and SimSiam based frameworks
trained on ImageNet-100 with a ResNet-34 backbone. We show
the top-1 accuracy for a KNN and a linear classifier. Default train-
ing epoch is 200.

KNN (acc %) Linear (acc %)

MoCo 66.02 74.84
MoCo(400 epoch) 78.08 82.06
SwAV(4-crop) 69.4 80.6
MoCo+LoGo 81.32 85.14

Table 4. Training on ImageNet-100 with a ResNet-50 backbone.
We show the top-1 accuracy for a KNN and a linear classifier.

them by a wide margin.

3. Transfer Learning
Since the benefits of applying SwAV-style multi-crop to

MoCo and SimSiam are quite minor, we did not add them

into the comparison in transfer learning. We add SwAV
with 4 crops and MoCo trained for 400 epoch into the ab-
lation baselines. As shown in Table 4, MoCo increases
around 12 percent after training 200 epochs more, however,
it is still lower than ours with 200 epochs training. At the
same time, the accuracy of SwAV with the same number
of crops is lower than ours (both with and without local-to-
local dissimilarity) by a large margin.

We use the L-BFGS to minimize the cross-entropy loss
with ℓ2 regularization [5, 8] for the linear classification,
where 5000 iterations are applied. Table 5 summarizes
the results of linear classification when transferring to
other datasets where the backbone is resnet50 trained on
ImageNet-100, our strategy improves both MoCo and Sim-
Siam by a large margin compared to the existing strategy.
At the same time we also include the results of pre-training
on IN-100 and testing on IN-1k in Table 6.

Besides, as shown in Table 7, we provide the results of
our method used to pre-train a backbone on MSCOCO fol-
lowed by applying a linear SVM on the resulting VOC rep-
resentations. Note that our full model (last column) still has
the best performance.

4. Crop Ratio
We provide results of using different crop ratios for lo-

cal and global crops. Due to the computation limitation,
we conduct experiments on STL datasets to show how size
affects our model’s performance. We firstly study our ro-
bustness when local crop size changes. Table 8 shows that
both SimSiam-LoGo and MoCo-LoGo are robust to the lo-
cal size while keeping global size constant as [0.4, 1]. When
the local crop size is higher than 0.4, the results are quite
stable. By contrast, we fix the range of local crop ratio as
[0.08, 1] and change the global size τg from 0.3 to 0.7 as Ta-
ble 8 shown, which is equivalent to swapping the order of
local and global crops in our strategy. It clearly illustrates
that the lower the global ratio is, the worse the results we
can have, especially for SimSiam-LoGo. The experiments
support our claim that pulling the global crops to local crop
will confuse the optimization. Note that both Table 8 and



CIFAR10 CIFAR100 Food MIT67 Pets Flowers Caltech Cars Aircraft DTD

MoCo(200 epoch) 83.71 60.59 58.21 57.54 64.30 85.56 74.12 32.63 46.23 60.64
MoCo(400 epoch) 84.60 61.60 59.37 61.64 70.08 82.43 77.25 33.86 41.21 64.47
MoCo-LoGo 86.09 63.43 65.67 67.54 76.17 92.13 82.09 40.77 50.07 67.87

SwAV(multi-crop) 83.4 59.31 59.3 63.36 66.45 88.73 78.33 36.26 52.36 66.06

SimSiam 86.8 65.61 61.40 63.36 72.12 91.43 83.44 44.83 54.92 65.11
SimSiam-LoGo 86.64 65.55 65.31 68.28 75.78 93.02 84.01 47.79 58.44 68.94

Table 5. Image recognition under transfer learning setting for different self-training methods. We highlight the best results in bold.

MoCo MoCo+LoGo w/o L2L MoCo+LoGo

Linear 47.49 54.49 58.03

Table 6. Results of linear evaluation of ResNet-50 pretrained on
IN-100 and test on IN-1000

MoCo MoCo+LoGo w/o L2L MoCo+LoGo

MAP 76.12 77.97 79.59

Table 7. Results of linear evaluation of ResNet-50 pretrained on
MSCOCO

Table 9 show that the MoCo-LoGo has better robustness to
the crop size due to its memory bank mechanism, which
provide a large number of negative pairs.

5. Connection with MINE
Mutual Information Neural Estimator (MINE) [1] esti-

mates the MI of an image x and its latent vector z by opti-
mizing a function fθd parametrized by θ:

IΘ(X,Z) = sup
θ

EPXZ
[fθd(x, z)]−log

(
EPX⊗PZ

[
efθd ((x,z))

])
.

(2)
Where function fθd : Rn × Rn → R+. However, esti-
mating the mutual information between two local crops is
not our purpose. We are looking for estimating the dataset
dependent similarity of two crops. Thus, we relax the
cost function by using the property of concave function,
log

(
EPX⊗PZ

[
efθd

])
< EPX⊗PZ

[fθd ], to have:

IΘ(X,Z) ≥ sup
θ

EPXZ
[fθd((x, z))]−EPX⊗PZ

[fθd((x, z))].

(3)
At the same time, the second term in MINE has a com-

plexity of O(n2), which is highly computationally and
memory intensive. As a result, we use random sampling
to substitute the expectation estimator, and our similarity
estimator fθd is derived by maximizing the following cost

Figure 2. The top figure shows the ImageNet ID of 4 different
classes and their random crops. The middle figure displays the
normalized similarity between reference crop and other 40 differ-
ent crops pair-wisely. The bottom image is the selected two crops
for each class different classes

function:
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τl 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

MoCo-LoGo 76.33 76.79 76.02 77.15 76.91 77.36 77.28 77.76
SimSiam-LoGo 75.68 76.96 76.53 76.1 76.43 76.88 76.16 76.54

Table 8. We keep the global crop ratio τg as 0.4, which means our global crop is randomly pick between [0.4, 1], and change the ratio of
local crop from [0.08, τl]. The number are top-1 KNN accuracy on STL10 datasets.

τg 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

MoCo-LoGo 75.03 76.38 76.67 77.36 77.21
SimSiam-LoGo 72.43 73.38 75.56 75.75 75.84

Table 9. The results of changing global crop ratio range as
[0.08, τg], while keeping the local crop ratio to be the same,
namely [0.08, 1]. The number are top-1 KNN accuracy STL10
datasets.

where zl− is a local crop representation from a different
image and it can be randomly sampled in the same batch.
Interestingly and intuitively, the loose and fast version of
MINE meets our assumption that the similarity of positive
crops pairs is greater than the similarity of negative crops
pairs. Note that, we use the optimal fθ∗

d
as our similarity

regressor instead of the supremum of equation 4, which is
used in MINE. Through training with the encoder fθe , the
estimator fθd will also adjust its similarity value based on
the distribution of the feature space.

More results of our regressor can be seen in Figure 2,
where we give a specific example of how we generate the
regressor output in the main paper. Since the reference crop
has a human hand, our regressor gives higher similarity to
the Basset than Cosine distance, where a human (hand) is
next to the dog. At the same time, the similarity with the
Bassat is lower than with the Tench (correct class) and Gold
fish (Semantically closer). The observation is consistent
with the main paper. Due to the cost function we designed,
the regressor avoids the high-confidence issue [11].
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